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by Teeuwynn 

The Magic: The Gathering—Nemesis card set picks up 

where the Mercadian Masques set left off, offering a 

number of new Spellshapers, Rebels, and 

Mercenaries. “Pitch” cards and other alternative- 

play-cost trickery also feature prominently in the 

Nemesis set. The newest expansion’s not without 

tricks of its own, though. Nemesis marks the debut 

of cards with fading, which pack a lot of punch in 

the short time they remain on the table. 
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structed, this 
shaper gives 

u access toa 
__ miniature Arc 
Lightning every turn. 

_ A2/4 flying creature 
__ is always nice in 

___ Limited play, but 
___ when the Angel 

_ attacks, it can keep 
__your opponent from _ 

__ attacking you...for as 
__ Many turns as it can 

_ get through. 

This a 1 flying crea- 
___ture is the core 

_ “recruiter” for 
__ Rebels in Nemesis. 

An untargetable 5/5 
creature for four 
nana? Who cares if 

you can only attack 
with it for three 
_turns? That’s a whop- 
me 15 SS 

“let's see... when you 
activate pe Treetop 

i. spoonents best crea- 
_ture and beat them | 
senseless with it? 

For ® and a card, 
you can get rid of 
pesky enemy 
Spellshapers and 
other 1-toughness 
critters. 

The Mercenaries get 
a decent recruiter of 
their own, and this 
2/1 creature has Fear 
built-in (unblockable 
except by artifact or 
black creatures), so 
it’s likely to deal 
some damage of 
its own. 

You don't have to 
worry about getting 

_ Into a creature stale- 

leader, and possibly 
the single best card 
in Nemesis, Lin 
Sivvi’s 3 toughness 
and infinite recruit- 
ing ability alone 
make it a fantastic 
card. Add the ability 
to fish Rebels like 
Lawbringer and 
_Lightbringer out 

_ of the graveyard, 
and Sivvi becomes 
unbelievable. 

White weenies? 
I don’t see any 
white weenies. 
Massacre clears 

__ the board of every 
_ creature under 3_ 
toughness, and it’s 
free against white. 
This is Pe _ 

mana and sacrifi 
when you have the 

' target. 

Mmm...repeatable 
creature counter- 
spelling. There’s no 
need for creature 
control if the crea- 
tures never even hit 
the table. 

Solid big creature 
destruction. Plus, __ 
thecreatureis 
removed fromthe 
game, so you don’t 
have to worry about __ 
seeing that creature 
ever a . 

pick and choose whe 
eS and when. : 

This landcandeal 
damage to players 
and creatures alike. 
It’s versatile and 
your opponent can't 
counter it. 

Winter Orb, anyone? | 

Mike Long’s Duelist 
Invitational card isa __ 
Merfolk that can fly . 
and destroy your 
opponent's deck one 
ah ata time 

Do you like to build killer decks and take them to 

tournaments to crush your opponents? Or do you 

prefer the challenge of creating decks on the fly 

from a limited pool of cards? No matter which for- 

mat you enjoy, Nemesis should provide you with 

some magic bullets you can fire at your opponent 

or some nasty creatures you can bend to your will 

and send into battle. 
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With the release of the 

Mercadian Masques set, the 

Rebel deck—a new version of 

the basic white weenie deck— 

burst on the scene. Quick 

creatures with the powerful 

“recruiting” ability (pay a cost 

to put another Rebel in play) 

appear again in the Nemesis 

expansion, led by Defiant 

Falcon, one of the few 

recruiters with flying. 

Lawbringer and Lightbringer, 

powerful sideboard cards in 

Constructed play and great 

utility cards in Limited play, 

offer color-specific removal. Lin 

Sivvi, Defiant Hero, a Rebel 

_ by Mike Elliott 

Legend from the Nemesis 

Story, is certain to become a 

Staple in Rebel decks. 

The first white creature with 

protection from white, Voice of 

Truth completes the cycle of 

angels with protection from a 

color. Although white has few 

cards with fading, its one fad- 

ing enchantment, Parallax 

Wave, is certainly one of the 

strongest fading cards in the 

Nemesis set. Overall, white 

has a number of solid 

Constructed cards. 

DAMAGE CONTROL 

White has always had strong 

damage-prevention abilities, 

and although these abilities 

have seen more use in Limited 

environments than in 

Constructed, they’ve been a 

part of every Magic expansion 

ever made. Debuting in the 

Visions expansion with Peace 

Talks and made popular by 

Abeyance in the Tempest set, 

white has had a new way to 

prevent damage: forcing play 

ers to skip their attack step. 

There are three cards in 

the Nemesis set that prevent 

one or more creatures from 

attacking, although none rival 

the power of Abeyance. Two 



of them—an instant and a 

Spellshaper—keep a crea- 

ture out of the fight for a 

turn, and the powerful 

Blinding Angel (one of 

white’s top five, below) can 

lock an opponent down turn 

after turn. 

WHITE REMOVAL 
Although the overpowered 

Swords to Plowshares is 

long gone, there are still 

good white creature removal 

spells in the Nemesis set. 

Here’s a quick recap: 

Avenger en-Dal—This 

Spellshaper makes attacking 

a losing proposition for your 

Opponent’s creatures. 

Defiant Vanguard — It 

might be small, but Defiant 

Vanguard can destroy any 

creature it can block. 

Lawbringer—Targeted, | 

red-specific creature removal. 

a 

4 

4 

1 

3 

2 

Lightbringer — Targeted, | 1 

black-specific creature A 
removal. 1 

Parallax Wave—Powerful, 4 
multiple creature removal 4 

with fading. a 

e 

Topple—Removes the 

largest creature in play from 

the game. 

CREATURES 

Cho-Manno, 

Revolutionary 

Crusade 

Defiant Falcon 

Defiant Vanguard 

Disenchant 

Last Breath 

Lin Sivvi, Defiant Hero 

Nightwind Glider 

Power Sink 

Ramosian Captain 

Ramosian Lieutenant 

Ramosian Sergeant 

Rappelling Scouts 

Steadfast Guard 

Thermal Glider 

LAND 

4 Adarkar Wastes 

1 Dust Bowl 

1 Kor Haven 

3 Island 

15 Plains 

SIDEBOARD 

Armageddon 

Arrest 

Disenchant 

Last Breath 

Story Circle 

Thermal Glider 

Topple 

Wrath of God Ne NN OO No ee fl 

h your library for a Rebel 
mana cost 4 oj less 0 play. Then shuffle 
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Draw a card, then 

raveyards 
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“Keep An Eye On 

If you play blue, the Nemesis 

set is definitely for you. In 

both Limited and Constructed 

formats, the blue Nemesis 

cards bring new opportunities 

to the table. Although blue is 

not usually known for big 

creatures, the Nemesis set 

introduces some flying fatties 

that are especially good in 

Limited environments. Of 

course, you also get lots 

of good cards in blue’s 

specialties: countering, steal- 

ing permanents, and drawing 

cards. Last but not least, 

there are a few Nemesis cards 

in blue that will spawn new 

deck types. 

Your Cards!” 

by Charlie Catino 

DOMINATE THE AIR 
In the Masques block as a 

whole and in the Nemesis set 

in particular, blue shines in _ 

Limited play, and a few blue 

cards are runaway favorites. 

One of the best Nemesis cards 

in Limited is Dominate. 

Everyone knows how good 

Control Magic and Treachery 

are; Dominate just might 

eclipse them. In addition to its 

ability to grab an opponent’s 

creature, Dominate is an 

instant, so enchantment killers 

like Disenchant can’t stop its 

effect. Yes, Dominate usually 

costs more than enchantments 

like Control Magic, but in 

Limited, the mana cost isn’t 

much of a problem. 

Another good Limited card 

is Stronghold Biologist. 

Because creature removal is 

hard to come by in Sealed, 

this card can be very annoy- 

ing. With this Spellshaper’s 

powerful creature-countering 

ability, you'll certainly gain a 

creature advantage. Stronghold 

Zeppelin is a plain old beat- 

down card—a 3/3 creature 

with flying that can sometimes 

win a Limited game all by 

itself. Sliptide Serpent, a 4/4 

bounceable creature, makes 

good use of the Classic rules. 

If your opponent manages to 

cards equal to the 
number of Accumulated Knowledge cards in all 

ACCUMULATED 
KNOWLEDGE 

This is one of the most 

interesting card-drawing 

cards ever created. It’s not 

great if you happen to play 

only one, but the second 

is doubly effective. If you 

manage to draw a third 

one, you've gotten a really 

good deal. Ihe spell’s card- 
drawing ability makes you 

more likely to draw multiple 

copies, making it even 

stronger. 

STRONGHOLD 
BIOLOGIST 

One of the biggest prob- 

lems blue decks can have is 

running out of counter- 

spells, and many players 

have trouble knowing 

tt,¢, Discard a card from your hand: 
Counter target creature spell. 

whether to counter a crea- 

ture or to rely on creature- 

removal spells. [his 

Spellshaper can greatly 

alleviate that problem. With 

the Biologist in play, you 

can counter one spell per 

turn while saving counter- 

spells in your hand to stop 

other cards. 

STRONGHOLD 
ZEPPELIN 

This is an amazing card for 

Limited play. In Limited, 

creatures with flying break 

creature Stalls, and big 

flying creatures are even 

better—they’re harder to 

block effectively. This crea- 

ture’s inability to block 

creatures without flying is 

unimportant in Limited play 

Flying. Stronghold Zeppelin can block only 
creatures with flying. 3/3 

because its primary role is 

attacking. 

ROOTWATER THIEF 
This card could help to 

bring back the Merfolk 

deck, It’s a pretty good crea- 

ture at 1/2 for 2 mana. 

Activating its flying ability 

makes it quite a bit better, 

and its library-stripping abil- 

ity pushes it right over the 

top. Any deck with a limited 

number of ways to win must 

fear this card. If won't take 

long for a Rootwater Thief . 

to take them all away. 

___ RISING WAITERS 
Winter Orb has always been 

a favorite card. It was __ 

extremely good at slowing a 

game down to allow you to 

( 

get your own game running. 

Blue decks in particular 

took advantage of this, 

because slowing your oppo- 

nent down means you have 

more time to draw counter- 

spells. Now Winter Orb is 

back, and it’s a blue 

enchantment. 

Lands don’t untap during their controllers’ 
untap steps. At the beginning of each player's 
upkeep, that player untaps a land he or she 

controls. 

Thie 
¢: Rootwater Thief gains flying until end of 
turn. Whenever Rootwater Thief deals combat 

damage to a player, you may pay 2. if you 

do, search that player's library for a card and 
remove that card from the game, then the 

player shuffles his or her library. 1/2 



| 
; 
| 

deal enough damage to 

destroy the Serpent, simply 

return it to your hand for 

é, then play it again. 

FLASH FLOOD 
WARNING 

Although the Nemesis set 

brings many good blue 

cards for Limited, it con- 

tains even more good 

cards for Constructed. 

Accumulated Knowledge, 

the best card-drawing spell 

to come along in quite a 

while, will be appearing in 

~ Removal _ 

lots of blue decks. The first 

time you play one during a 

game, you don’t get a lot 

for it, but the second one 

is a bargain, and the third 

is a steal—three cards for 

two mana. If you’re incredi- 

bly lucky (or have some 

library searching), you get 

a huge benefit. 

Another really good 

card is Rootwater Thief. 

This is the card Mike Long 

designed as a reward 

for winning the Duelist 

Invitational. This card can 

absolutely wreck combo 

decks, and it can really 

hurt slow control decks 

that have only a few ways 

to win. Because its mana 

cost is only 16, it can hit 

the table early, making it 

harder to stop. 

The most game-altering 

card for Constructed is 

Rising Waters—Winter Orb 

is back. This enchantment 

can crush decks that require 

lots of mana or those that 

rely on creatures with echo. 

All in all, blue does very 

well in Nemesis, especially 

in Constructed. 

Simply put, removal includes any of a large number of cards that let you 
remove your opponent’s permanents from play. From Disenchant to Lightning f 

Bolt, the most efficient removal spells in each Constructed environment Bre Solomon Ren S-Owner' 
‘Lam the Unrenieley: Shand. 

shape decks, influence strategies, and determine the effectiveness of many et ne haige tag 

other cards. In Limited play, many players build their decks based on the 
Seal: WScription 

amount and kinds of removal available to them. Common, global creature 

removal such as Pestilence can make one color dominant in Limited formats. 
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CREATURES 

4 Carrion Beetles 

3 Hidden Horror 

2 Necrosavant 

4 Nether Spirit 
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“Sleep When You Die, Man!” 

by Paul Peterson 

More Mercenaries for 
Black in the Nemesis set 

proudly carries on the tradi- 

tions begun in the Mercadian 

Masques set, and in many 

cases improves on them. 

Namely, more Mercenaries 

populate your side of the 

table and devastate your 

opponent’s side. 

FILLING THE RANKS 
One of the stumbling blocks 

for Mercenary decks in the 

Masques set was that there 

were an awful lot of big ones 

and not enough small ones. 

This meant you had to climb 

up a pretty steep mana curve 

to get a bunch of them out. 

Not so anymore. Nemesis 

serves up a bunch of four- 

mana (and less) Mercs to flesh 

out your deck. These include: 

Spineless Thug—A two- 

cost, 2/2 black creature that 

you can recruit? Sign me up. 

Phyrexian Driver—This is 

not only a Mercenary but also 

a Mercenary helper. The Driver 

makes all your other Mercs 

bigger, which certainly helps 

you beat down your opponent. 

Rathi Assassin—This could 

be the perfect four-cost 

Mercenary recruiter. Not only 

can the Assassin bring out 

your three-cost mercenaries, 

2 Phyrexian Negator 

4 Ravenous Rats 

SPELLS 

4 Dark Ritual 

2 Dark Triumph 

3 Death Pit Offering 

1 Massacre 

but you can also tap it to 

destroy tapped, nonblack 

creatures. 

IT’S NOT ALL 
ABOUT THE MERCS 

Although Mercenaries do pro- 

vide the backbone for a black 

creature deck, Nemesis does 

offer up some other excellent 

black cards, including two of 

the set’s three legendary crea- 

tures. 

is a 

Phyrexianized Crovax. It still 

flies, but now it boosts your 

black creatures while weaken- 

ing nonblack creatures. A 

black swarm deck may want 

the new Crovax leading the 

charge over the wall. 

Volrath the Fallen is one 

ticked-off Legend. It’s a 6/4 

creature that has a 

Spellshaper-like ability that can 

boost its power and toughness 

to amazing levels. Your oppo- 

nent better have a chump 

ready to feed to Volrath. 

To help support all these 

Legends and Mercs, the 

Nemesis set provides some 

2 Seal of Doom 

PR Liimeliit 

2 Vicious Hunger 

4 Victimize 

LANDS 

21 Swamp 

Hire 
excellent creature destruction 

and creature enhancement 

cards. 

Massacre, Vicious Hunger, 

and Dark Triumph are all dis- 

cussed in the “Black’s Top 

Five” section, but they bear 

mentioning twice. Massacre 

and Vicious Hunger are both 

excellent creature-control 

cards. Dark Triumph is a great 

breakthrough card for Limited 

or a finishing card for horde 

decks in Constructed. 

Seal of Doom is black’s Seal 

card. Once it’s on the table, 

your opponent can’t put his or 

her best creature on the board 

until you break the Seal. Its 

presence alone will slow down 

your opponent’s game. 



Parallax Nexus - 

BEING DEAD 
IS NO EXCUSE 

Although the Nemesis set doesn’t break any new ground in 

the grave-digging department (recursion cards), you'll want 

the Mercenaries I’ve discussed (as well as their support 

cards) in your next Merc deck. And if you happen to toss a 

Victimize in, your Mercs will have no excuse for not working 

for you. Just make sure you pay them well. 

eee 

ae 
er 
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The Nemesis set might make 

Sligh decks contenders again. 

Red is already useful in fast, 

aggressive decks, and cards 

such as Seal of Fire make 

it even better. Even with 

this potential for a strong 

Constructed deck type, red 

is at its best in Limited envi- 

ronments. Nemesis contains 

many red cards that help 

destroy creatures—one of 

the most important aspects 

of Limited play. 

From Sligh to artifact-heavy 

Wildfire decks, red decks have 

been tournament staples as 

long as there have been tour- 

by Charlie Catino 

naments. In the Nemesis set, 

a number of red cards threat- 

en to shape Constructed play. 

Seal of Fire, the enchantment 

version of Shock, is a solid 

creature-kill card that’ll find a 

place in nearly all aggressive 

red decks in the future. Expect 

to see four Shocks and four 

Seals of Fire in lots of red 

decks. Flame Rift is also a 

The enemy of my enemy is...oh hell, kill ’em all.” 

very good card for fast decks; 

aggressive players don’t mind 

taking 4 damage as long as 

they can inflict that much on 

their opponents at the same 

time—especially for only 

Laccolith Whelp is a good 

One-mana creature that works 

well against control-deck crea- 

tures like Kris Mage and 

Mother of Runes. A wild card 

a 

“iP 
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in Constructed might well 

be , . It changes 

the way people play, and it 

has the potential to hurt a 

number of deck types. 

Only time will tell if Mana 

Cache is treasure or trash. 

GO WITH THE 
FLOWSTONE 

Constructed possibilities 

aside, Limited is the envi- 

ronment in which red 

Nemesis cards really shine. 

With tons of different ways 

to deal damage, your 

opponent won't have any 

creatures left. Red’s first 

boost comes from the 

Laccolith creatures, which 

allow you to redirect their 

combat damage. If you can 

manage to play Laccolith 

Titan (6/6), your opponent 

is in real trouble. 

“Sligh” 
A popular deck type for several years, Sligh decks are - 

aggressive, efficient decks modeled on two principles: every 

card should be a threat and there should be something to 
cast every turn. The first principle is obvious, by choosing 

the most efficient red creatures available and fleshing the 
deck out with direct damage and light . 
land destruction, every card threatens 
the opponent. [he second principle 
takes practice and discipline In the 
deck building stage. Pro players have 

refined the number of one- and 

two-Mana creatures, and even 

casual players using these decks 
pay careful attention to the mana 
cost of every card in their deck. 

Adding to these tricky 

creatures is a plethora of 

good damage spells. Seal 

of Fire (good in both 

Constructed and Limited), 

: , and 

Ancient Hydra are all good 

creature-removal cards. 

For recursive creature 

destruction, you can turn 

to ‘e or Flowstone 

Overseer, both of which 

are excellent creature 

removal. For mass creature 

destruction, you have 

and Flowstone 

Slide. As you can see, red 

Nemesis cards provide 

Limited players with a vast 

number of good tools to 

help them crush their 

opponents. 

Sacrifice Seal of Fire: Seal of Fire deals 2 dam- 
age to target creature or player. : 

Red provides players with the most 

effective cards for increasing a crea- 

ture’s power. This card is no exception. 
In a pure red deck, Downhill Charge 
packs quile a punch, Also, if you man- 

age to play two of them, your creature 

could get really big, 

This card is an expensive way to get 

rid of creatures, but ifs worth it. One 

of red’s biggest weaknesses when 

playing against white is white’s numer 
ous creatures with protection from red. 

Because Flowstone Slide isn { targeted 

and doesn t deal damage, it can 

destroy even those pesky Thermal 

Gliders. 

This is a really good card in Limited 

play, and could see some Use in | 

Constructed decks as well. Red decks 

in general and Sligh decks in particular 

love 1/1 creatures with decent abilities. 

Whenever Laccolith Whelp becomes blocked, 
you tay have it deal damage equal to its power 
to target creature. If you do, Laccolith Whelp 

deals no conibat damage this turn. 

_ for three mana is a pretty good deal by 

All creatures get +X/-X until end of turn. 

Either way you play this card, it’s 

bound to help you. [wo 1/1 creatures 

itself. And if you have too many lands 

and are already playing other spells, 

VOU Can jUSt Sactilice a couple of 

mountains to make a little Goblin sur 

prise. 

Now instead of only being allowed to 

play with four Shocks, you can add 

these to your deck and have up to 

eight! This Seal is also pretty good 

against discard decks, because you 

Can play it early and Save its effect for 

later in the game. 

atin Be a sua gufcniis certs 

You may sacrifice two mountains instead of pay- 

ing Mogg Alotm’s mana cost. Put two 1/4 red 
Goblin creature tokens into play. 

Li 2 
You may sacrifice a mountain instead of paying 

Downhill Charge’s mana cost. Target creature 
gets +X/+0 until end of tum, where X is the 
number of mountains you control. 
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by Paul Peterson 

“The new wave of beatdown.” 

Bigger Is Better 
Green has been growing in 

power and popularity recently. 

People are learning the power 

of beatdown and the value of 

creatures in general. The 

Nemesis set continues to 

improve green’s strengths and 

adds new mechanics that help 

make for good creatures. 

STAY A WHILE 

Fading—The best way R&D 

has to create a big creature 

with a low mana cost is to 

give it a disadvantage. As dis- 

advantages go, fading is a 

pretty good tradeoff—you 

trade time on the board for 

power. 

Skyshroud Ridgeback— You 

get a 2-power creature for @. 

You gotta love it. Slap a 

Rancor on it on turn two and 

attack for a couple of turns. 

When it fades away, you get 

the Rancor back. 

Blastoderm—Following in 

the tradition of Hunted 

Wumpus, Blastoderm’s another 

amazing creature for four 

mana. It’s 5/5, and most 

of your opponents will find 

their creature removal spells 

useless! 

Woodripper—It’s an okay 

creature that’s simply amazing 

against artifacts. Green doesn’t 

often get repeatable, targeted 

destruction, so live it up. 

Skyshroud Behemoth— How 

can you not love a 10/10 crea- 

ture? 



ET ME CARDS 
lf you want to talk 

about serious card 

advantage, check out 

the cards with the 

Howling Wolf ability. 

Play one and draw three 

cards! 

Skyshroud Sentinel — 

Use a mana-producing 

Elf to get it into play on 

turn two, then you can 

play another on turn 

three, and so on. 

Nesting Wurm—A 4/3 

creature with trample is 

always good, especially 

when you have four of 

them. 

Pack Hunt—Say 

howdy to what may be 

green’s best card draw- 

ing ever. Even blue, the 

color with the best card- 

drawing abilities, doesn’t 

often get to draw three 

cards for four mana. 

Last year’s State 

Championship tourna- 

ments were filled with 

green decks, most of 

which followed the 

Stompy deck archetype. 

As long as Rancor, 

cheap creatures, and 

solid card-drawing 

effects are in place, 

green decks will be a 

force in both tourna- 

ment and casual play. @ 

CREATURES (28) 
3 Albino Troll 

2 Blastoderm 
2 Elvish Lyrist 
4 Llanowar Elves 
4 River Boa — 
-2 Stampede Driver 
4 Pouncing Jaguar 

SPELLS (10) 
2 Giant Growth 

2 Might of Oaks 

aaorsti—=S 

2 Seal of Strength 

LANDS (22) 

-4Rishadan Port ~ 

4 Treetop Village 
12 Forest — 
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Artifacts fared very well in the 

Nemesis set. There are several 

good artifacts with fading as 

well as a fading card helper, 

Parallax Inhibitor. All of the 

lands have potential for 

Constructed play. Kor Haven 

will certainly be a staple on 

the tournament scene, and 

both Terrain Generator and 

Rath’s Edge will likely be seen 

in specialized decks. 

A few of the artifacts will 

certainly show up in a lot of 

decks. Belbe’s Portal has pos- 

sibilities in large-creature 

theme decks, and Rackling 

could rear its head in some 

discard decks. In Limited play, 

most of the artifact creatures 

should be fairly solid, and the 

legendary artifact Predator 

looks extremely strong—for a 

mere seven mana per turn, 

you can eliminate any crea- 

ture, and you can also use it 

to fly attackers over your 

opponent’s defenses during a 

creature Stall. 

Belbe’s Armor also appears 

to be a good defensive card, 

with the ability to both protect 

a creature from damage and 

decrease damage dealt by an 

opponent’s attacking creature. 

And Flowstone Armor could be 

very useful in getting rid of 

those pesky Spellshapers. The 

artifacts and lands from the 

Nemesis set comprise a 

respectable mix of cards for 

both the Limited and 

Constructed environments. 

by Mike Elliott 



CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

‘4 
Accumulated Knowledge Boatai OC Air Bladder 

Each card is shown In 

alphabetical order. Below 

each card you'll see two 

checkboxes next to the 

name and collectors’ number. 

‘ ‘ F. Draw a card, then draw cards equal to the 
Th eO7s fe OF Mar k In g W. A IC h f= number of Accumulated Knowledge cards 

n all graveyards. oe ee : : : 

; H E “I have seen and heard much here. There are “Creatures Jade in and out of existence. oe ee 
fe oils you have. The Lis fe or F = secrets within secrets. Let me show you.” t's an unfortunate side effect. The losses Random mutations among Rootwater 

Takara, to Eladamri } are tolerable. ees merfolk were common—and disturbing. TAIONV ONIGNITE — JOGIIMON GILWINWNIOV 

marking which non-foil 
difus. David Viartin US: to Giancola 

fthe Goasz, Inc, 26145 3 EQNS Dua of the: is: id ad 2 is af the Coast, Inc. 28/443 

cards you have. 

@@ Air Bladder 

If you control a plains, you may tap an 
untapped creature you control instead 
of paying Angelic Favor’s mana cost. 

Play Angelic Favor only during combat. 

Put a 4/4 white Angel creature token 
with flying into play. Remove it from 
the game at end of turn. 

@@ Arc Mage 

Creature Creature — Bir 

E Flying —g < o- 
ME Other black fa Es -2, @, Discard a card from your . &, @: Target creature gets -X/+X 

f Other black creatures ge : hand: Remove target attacking F Battleneld Percher can block only a until end of turn. 

creature from the game. Its controller F creatures with flying. ; 
corp: al ains life equal to its toughness. 1 ®: Battleficld Percher gets +1/+1 Tt protects her from the ravages of 
ss ae oe are | . : : m until aa of oe oe bos Phyrexia and the savages of Rath. 

 Elying 

e Nonblack creattires get -1/-1. 

Battlefield Percher 52/143 @H Belbe’s Armor 

‘Belbe's Dercher’ 

_ Creature — Bird 

(Flying | ae As Belbe’s Portal comes into play, ling 3 F Flying oe 

F Belbe’s Percher can block only creatures Hee choose a creature type. , aca ey de LOUntey e es ee nes ee ; 

e with flying. oe 3, @: Put a creature card of the chosen eee ES ; anes’ 10 8 pave) Pet plays! spe ns i 
: e from your hand into play. : jrOWL Fi or her next combat phase. 

F Long and powerjul, these birds were used OP : ae 
[10 carry messages to aid from the éoimcar. Be The fight will continue on a new battlefield. ee ; os Bnd et be 

P Beard, fr. 

@@ Belbe’s Percher 53/143 @H Belbe’s Portal vyaeees 6 ) Msltcieleclan 102/143 @@H Blinding Angel 
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BOLA WARRIOR — ENSNARE 

® As Death Pit Offering comesinto | 
F play, sacrifice all creatures you control 4 

§ Creatures you control get +2/+2. 

“ul them all and feed them to the new 
TeCruls. 

——Crovas | 

B be rn Cos Discard a card from your Harid: 
Name a card: Remove the top six cards of 4 

f yout library trom the gaine, Reveal cards 4 
P fromm the top of your brary until you reveal 
the named card, then put that card inte 

F your hand, Remove all other cards reveaied 
this way irom the same: 

Carrion Wall. 

~ 

Creature -- all ‘ 

| Valls cant quack) 
} | ®: Regenerate Carrion Wall, 

A coal bide front the bodies of the een 
F toil never lack bididite material wi Utes | 

At the beginning of your upkeep, if you _ 
control séven or more permanents, 
return Complex Automaton to its 
owner's hand. 

“This wasteful design cannot possibly be 
Phyrexian.” ee 

Fading 4 (This creature comes into play 
with four fade counters on it. At the 
beginning of your upkeep, remove a fade 
counter from it. If you can’t, sacrifice it.) 

Remove a fade counter from Defender 
en-Vec: Prevent the next 2 damage that 
would be dealt to target creature or 
player this turn. 

sGOirestoyceyel 
i} Ince}, 32.200 W fre 

CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA. 

Whenever Chieftain en-Dal attacks, 
attacking creatures gain first strike 
until end of turn. 

The clearest commands are practical 
examples. 

Instant 

| lf you control a swamp, you may 
F sacrifice 4 creature tnistead of paying 
P Dark Priimiptis Wiaiia Cost. 

F Creatures VOU COHTTO! get 2/0 UNH! 
, cod of turn. 

me Ae chars left is Wie coronanon. 

Flying 

# , @: Search your library for a Rebel 
card with converted mana cost 3 or 
less and put that card into play. Then 
shuffle your library. 

Cloudskate 

Creature = (lusion 

Ui ieren Orbe Gratio silos 

iGelsjectert 

When Defiant Vanguard blocks, at end 
of combat, destroy it and all creatures 

“| it blocked this turn. 

‘, @: Search your library for a Rebel 
card with converted mana cost 4 or less 
and put that card into play. Then shuffle 
your library. 

Ensnare 

Gao Yan 
tds Of th 



CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

YAW ONILIOL — HLOWOMVA 40 FAS 
-, @, Sacrifice a creature: Reveal _ | | Sacrifice a creature: Regenerate target 

cards from the top of your library : f; Creature. 
‘Whenever Flint Golem becomes 
blocked, defending player puts the 

| ia aa The Oracle told Eladamri he would save OD coo three cards of ti or her brary 

| remove the rest from the game. 
his people by abandoning them. His ‘ ito bis Ge A vevard. 
followers adopted that ideal. ARTO BIS o er graveyard 

@H Eye of Yawgmoth 129/143 @B Flint Golem 130/143 

; You may choose not to untap 
- Flowstone Armor during your 
} untap step. 

| 3, @: Target creature gets +1/-1 as 
| long as Flowstone Armor remains 
tapped. 

@H Flowstone Armor 131/143 @ Flowstone Crusher 81/143 @H Flowstone Overseer 82/143 

4: Flowstone Thopter gets +1/-1 and 
gains flying untilend of turn, 

Atrborne flowstone isn’t less dangerous, 
_ only less common. ae 

@BH Flowstone Wall 

 barvest Mage Jolting, Merfoll 

beisyeeti 

DeCasiro 
Ce ies 

@M Fog Patch 104/143 @M Harvest Mage 105/143 @B Infiltrate 33/143 
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KILL SWITCH — MOGG ALARM 

| 2, @: Tap all other artifacts. They 
: don’t untap during their controllers’ 
‘ untap steps as long as Kill Switch 
' remains tapped. _ 

| Success ts largely a matter of knowing 
which lever to pull. 

®, Sacrifice Lawbringer: Remove 
target red creature from the game. 

One injustice starts a thousand riots. 
One law stops a thousand crimes. 

—Lawbringer creed 

f lf an opponent controls a plains 
“and you control a swamp, you may 
play Massacre without payitig its 

| mana cost. 

} All creatures get -2/-2 until end of § 
TULA, 

Add one colorless mana to your 
oe pool. | 
| 1 ¥, @: Prevent all combat damage 
ithat would be dealt by target | 
| attacking creature this tart 

®, Sacrifice Lightbringer: Remove 
target black creature from the game. 

One thought opens a thousand eyes. 
One sun brings a thousand dawns. 

—Lightbringer creed 

i Bhereettersestcer: 

@, Sacrifice a creature: Look at target 
F opponent's haid and choose a card 
; from it. Phat plaver discards that card, 
F Play this ability only if you could play 
F a sorcery. 

“Lh cant think with all that screaming.” % 

CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

*®, ©: Search your library for a Rebel 
card with converted mana cost X or less 
and put that card into play. Then shuffle 
your library. 

: Put target Rebel card from your 
graveyard on the bottom of your library. 

| Ifyou controla swamp, you may 
F Sactilice a creature instead of paying @ 
Mind Swords’s mana cost. 

| Each player removes two cards in his } 
F Or her hand from the ganic, 

Daren Bader. 
fhe Cc Ac: GOLF 

. 60/143 

If you control a plains, you may tap an 
untapped creature you control instead 
of paying Lashknife’s mana cost. 

Enchanted creature has first strike. 

Those tt won’t scare, it scars. 

@H Mogg Alarm 



[ ©, Pay half your life rounded up: 
F Destroy target nonblack creature: Lt 
& can’t be regenerated. 

in darkiess, the assassin sneaked into the 
; village and destroyed what Eladamri loved | 
most: lus daughter. 

indy Galle 
rds af Bye Cooads 1 

Target creature can’t attack or block 
this turn. 

A heavy weapon deals plenty of 
damage—but it does have to hit. 

@ Off Balance 

@H Mogg Toady 

®: All damage that would be dealt 
to target creature this turn by a 
source of your choice is dealt to 
Oracle’s Attendants instead. 

The future isn’t sacred, but tts speaker 1s. 

95/143 

CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

‘Target creature can’t attack this turn. 

The wizard’s vocabulary of mogg 
profanities increased with every net she 
cast. 

mazed by the tenact 
res on this pi 

iByeranelsal 
351.445 

~ Parallax Dementia 

pehetelotzsats 

. Fading 1 (This enchaniment comes mio play 4 ed 
E with one fade counter on 1. Al the beginning gm 
E of vour upkeep, remove a fade counter from 
Bit. Uf you cant, sacrifice 1.) 

; Enchanted creature gets £3/ +2. 

| When Parallax Demeritia leaves play, 
= destroy enchanted creature. [hat creature 
e cant be fégenerated: 

@M Pack Hunt 109/143 @M Pale Moon 36/143 @@ Parallax Dementia 62/143 r ) eeieclitchesialieicels 

Whenever a creature you control 
blocks, you gain 2 life. 

4 Soldiers will always endanger their lives 
| to defend many other lives. 

y ) B\els)tsmeieclire 

r ) MOliclatcliemiciarlin 

1, ®, Sacrifice Parallax Inhibitor 
Put a fade counter on each 
permanent with fading you control. 

“The best I can offer is a temporary 
reprieve.” 

——Belbe 

MARCH 200 
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PARALLAX NEXUS — RHOX 

Parallax Nexus’ 

‘Varget opponent removes 4 card in his or het ® 
§ hand from the ganic, Play this ability only if 
F you could play a sercery. 

E When Parallax Wexus leaves play, each: player: ¥ 
E-returns to his or her hand all cards he or she @ 

a owns removed from the ganie with Parallax 
p Nexus. - 

Creature -— 

F Pading 3 {ives creature comes into play 
b with three fade Counters on it, At the 
; begining Of VOUr Upkeep, remove a jade 
e counter from tt. Lf you can't, sacrifice 1.) 

Remove a fade counter from Phyrexian 
@ Prowler: Phyrexian Prowler gets +1/41 3 

F until end of turn. 

©: Add one colorless mana to your 
Mana pool. 

_ ©, Sacrifice a land: Rath’s Edge 
/ deals | damage to target creature 
of player. 

110/143 

Parallax Tide 

my @, Discard a card from your 
| hand: larpet creanire gets -1/-1 untl | 
f erid Of turn. 

“can ad what cures vou.” 

f i Se, SG Destroy tareet tapped 
| nonblack creature. 

f 3, @: Search your Horary for a 
| Mercenary card with converted mana 
F Gost 3 or less aiid put that card into 

@ play. Phen shuttle your library. 

Fading 2 (This artifact comes into play 
with two fade counters on it. At the 
beginning of vour upkeep, remove a fade 

_ counter from tt. If you can’t, sacrifice 1. 

| ©: You gain 2 life, ae 

@M Rejuvenation Chamber 137/143) @Mi Reverent Silence 111/143 R 1127143 

_ end of turn. 

CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

Fading 5 

Remove a fade counter from Parallax Wave: 
Remove target creature from the game. 

When Parallax Wave leaves play, each player 
returns to play all cards he or she owns 
removed from the game with Parallax Wave. 

Target creature gains flying until 

©: Destroy target creature with 
| flying. 

The scourge of Skyshroud ts atrborne 
ee 

once more oe 
Oracle en-Vec 

m When Rathi Fiend comes into play, 
each player loses 3 life, 

f oS @i Search your library for a 
| Mercenary card with Converted mana 
F cost 3 of less and put that card into 

= play. Then shuffle your library. 

Reverent Silence 

irextan Driver 

| When Phyrexian Driver comes into 
F play, all other Mercenaries get +1/t1 
F-until end of tur. 

| Although tie ablise was mitdially effective, 
ihe troops soon became numb fo 11. 

At the beginning of each opponent’s 
upkeep, Rackling deals X damage to that 
player, where X is the number of cards 

F in his or her hand fewer than three. 

“This may hurt a little.” 

| Rathi Intimidator can’t be blocked except ay 
by artifact creatures and black creatures. 

2. @: Search your library fot a Mercenary am 
Card with converted mana cost 2: or less 
atid put that card into play. Phen shuffle 

e your library, 



CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

Rising Waters 262 Rootwater Commando b Rootwater 

Creare - 

Illus: Sco M Fischer : ius. Mark 
3 i 58, iis 3 CVOOF=2I0GM ds of thie 

Saproling Burst } uster 
a8 ions 

“Enchanonent 

Fading 5 (This creature comes ito play with 
five fade counters on 1. At the beginning of 
your upkeep, remove a fade counter from 2, 
Tf you cant, sacrifice tt.) : 

Rusting Golem’s power and toughness are 
each equal to the number of fade counters 
on it. Hoe ae 

® Sacrifice Seal of Doom: Destroy 
f target nonblack creature. It cant 
f be regenerated. 

Sacrifice Seal of Cleansing: Destroy 
target artifact or enchantment. 

“T am the purifier, the light that clears all shadpese? "Lam the banisher, thé il wil that 
Seal inscripnon | suits the final candle” 

Whenever Silkenfist Fighter becomes 
blocked, untap it. 

Simple wooden staff 
Made from life, protecting life, 
Stronger than cold steel. 

@@ Seal of Strength 115/143 @@ Shrieking Mogg 99/143) @M Silkenfist Fighter 19/14 

Scahunter 

@H Rootwater Commando 39/143) @Mi Rootwater Thief 40/143 @@ Rupture 97/143 

ie Eleather idudson 
Wi 

( hrisioph cr 
WY th 

Whenever Silkenfist 
blocked, untap it. 

@@ Silkenfist Order 

Hands weave life and death; 
Intertwining spirits knit 
Tapestries and shrouds. 

Ne Why 2h 

Order becomes 

MARCH 2060 
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SIVVI'S RUSE — STRONGHOLD DISCIPLINE 

4 If an opponent controls a mountain 
4 and you control a plains, you may 

play Sivvi’s Ruse without paying its 
mana cost. 

Prevent all damage that would be 
dealt this turn to creatures you 
control. 

@B@ Skyshroud Cutter 118/143 

Plipride Derpent 

(@ivertrtive = Sougjerte 

$693:20¢ 

"Creature — Mercénary oe ey 

AE the beginning of your upkeep, 
F Spitetil Bully deals 3 darmage to 
§ target creature you control. 

| Like most creatures bent on total 
ee destruction, they rarely bother to 

f double-check thelr targets. 

@@ Sivvi’s Valor 22/143 

@H Sneaky Homunculus 44/143 

| If you control a plains, you may tap an i 
' untapped creature you control instead ¢ 
| of paying the mana cost of Sivvi’s Valor. | 

: All damage that would be dealt to target 
creature this turn is dealt to you instead. 

@B@ Skyshroud Behemoth 116/143 

@M Skyshroud Ridgeback 120/143 

Sneaky bomunculus 

(@rvecietice == Ubherpteper 

E [hese troops ave only as strong as the | 
for th Be evicar’s Control, 

be eaten by the ants. 

Titus: Scott: M-: Fischer 
1993-2000 Wizards of the € Ind. 44/143 

@@ Spineless Thug 3 71/143 

e Stronghold Biologise 

(Surin — Ssyolljertoee 

Tins. derese Nielsen 1/1 
1993-2 000 Wi doast, Inc. 45443 

» CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

@B Skyshroud Claim 117/143 

yshroud Sentinel 
weg 

| Creatures and lands you control can’t 
be the target of spells or abilities. 

| When a creature you control attacks, 
| sacrifice Spiritual Asylum. 

| Trapped in safety is still trapped. 

® Each player loses | life for each 
F creature he or she controls. 

F Crovax never passes up an opportiouty Wim 
E fo cause widespread misery.” Be 

~—Belbe ‘ 

aM tes 
71993. 2000Wizirds Of the Coast dnc 7.4 



Co) Melacelareiarelcemerslinielit 

@B Trickster Mage 49/143 

Fading 4 (This artifact comes into play with 
; four fade counters on it. At the beginning of 
: your upkeep, remove a fade counter from it. 
s If you can’t, sacrifice tt.) 

. At the beginning of each player’s upkeep, 
: that player taps an untapped artifact, 
: creature, or land he or she controls for: 
; each fade counter on Tangle Wire. 

@B Tangle Wire 139/143 

Trickster 

Tf it amt oe I “ll a it. Ie it 1 
ae LU fix it? ee 

Hus Alan atinoen 1/1 
PGI UG is of the Guast, Inc Aviat 

Wolvach = eek BOSE 

1 &, Discard a creature card from 
» your band: Volrath the Fallen gets 

B + A/+X until end of turn, where X 
f is the discarded card’s converted 
P hana cost. 

el stepped out. I did not step down,” 

100/143 

(Gicerinopre 

@BH Stronghold Machinist 46/143 

nea. one colorless p Mana to your | 
inane pool, | 

2, 9: Puta be land card from 
7 hand into _ a 

At the beginning of each opponent’s 
upkeep, Viseling deals X damage to that 
player, where X is the number of cards 
in his or her hand minus four. 

“This may hurt a lot.” 

@B Viseling 140/143 @H Vicious Hunger EUs 

(G@iecieuces— Obleigrojet 

layer dley with their hands _ 
co 

@H Volrath the Fallen 75/143 @H Wandering Eye 50/143). @M Wild Mammoth 124/143 

CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 

eros nolt Aan dais Bubmerge 

Creature — Shir Instant 

and, you may play 
eee without paying its mana cost. 

>, 

@@B Stronghold Zeppelin 47/143 2 

Remove target creature with the 
greatest power from the game. (Jf two 
or more creatures are tied for greatest 
power, target only one of them.) 

“Let all witness the fate of those who 
defy me.” 

—Crovax 

@B Terrain Generator 143/143 @H Topple 24/143 @M Treetop Bracers 

Sorcery 

Vicious Hunger deals 2 damage to 
e tarect creature You gain 2 life: 

F “Blood is foul, the flesh dross. My 
| ascéndance thirsts for life tiself” 

Flying, protection from white 

“Above them all is Truth, and Truth 
must be set free. If the wings of Truth 
are clipped, the voices will fall silent.” 

—Song of All, canto 167 | 

@H Woodripper 
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